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Vakhrusheva E.Ju. The phenomenon of the artistic taste within the historic and art criticism 
context.

It is analyzed the phenomenon of the artistic taste within the culture-philosophic and art crit
icism context. It is noticed that not only objective reasons in considering the aesthetic category of 
taste let perceive the directing men activity but also comprehend its subjective motives. The given 
category allows to alter general views on lifestyle into the system of objective spatial structure, 
deepening the lifestyle into the value moments of the sphere and its taste formations. Artistic taste is 
a subject “by volume” for study and comprehension. Its investigation on every stage of develop
ment beginning with the being of a separate human and ending with the characteristics of society 
and culture, impedes the order of its social submission.
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Kovaleva N.L. Culture and philosophic analysis of the Russian religious and spiritual culture 
development in XVII-XVIII centuries. 

It is analyzed the culture and philosophic analysis of the Russian religious and spiritual cul
ture development in XVII-XVIII centuries. Considering religious and spiritual bases of Russian cul
ture development in XVII-XVIII centuries it is underlined that a new period characterized by the 
comprehension of the society and separate individual their important role in the destiny of the coun
try began. The development and perfection of an individual and society is impossible without the 
analysis of the cultural heritage, sociocultural processes, considering culture as a developing, con
tradictory, many-sided phenomenon.
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Orlova M.A. The formation of the value approach to the philosophy of culture of V. Vindelband.
It is pointed out the preconditions for the formation of the value problem in the European 

philosophy of New time and the reasons of actualization of this problem in the philosophy of cul
ture in XIX-XXth centuries. It is analyzed the philosophic conception formed on the base of value 
approach to culture created by the founder of Baden neokantian school V. Vindelband. It is traced 
the sources of this conception, pointed out its methodological potential, displayed the limits con
nected with the consideration of the culture values from the viewpoint of transcendental idealism.

Key words: values, culture, neokantianism, transcendental idealism, normative consciousness.
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Shumenko M.A. The specifics of migrants' «entry» into a new culture
It is disclosed the problem of the essence of migrants' “entry” process into a  new culture as 

representatives of a certain ethnic group with authentic culture and religious traditions. It is ana
lyzed the culture adaptation as an important result of acculturation and migrants' adaptation within 
the context of international interaction in terms of globalization.



Key words: culture, ethnic culture, acculturation, main forms of acculturation, assimilation, 
separation, marginalization, integration.
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PHILOLOGY
(specialty 10.02.04)

Veselaya E.V.  The complex word-formation field of the English native verbs as the main part 
of the complex word-formation field in modern English (on the base of dictionary analysis 
Concise Oxford English Dictionary, 11th ed., 2004).

The given article is devoted to the investigation and determination of the word-formation 
fields in the structure of the complex word-formation field of the English native verbs, taken from 
Concise Oxford English Dictionary, 11th ed., 2004. There are 6 word-formation fields of the English 
native verbs: verbs formed from the noun stems, verbs formed from the verb stems, verbs formed 
from the adjective stems, from the stems of the phrases, stems of the interjections and adverbial 
stems. 

Key words: word-formation field, derivational base, derivational stem, the English native 
verbs, noun stems, verb stems, adjective stems, stems of the phrases, stems of the interjections, ad
verbial stems.
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Pastukyan E.V. The micro-field of analogy within the structure of the functional-semantic field 
of coordination in modern English.
The article is devoted to the description of the structure of the micro-field of analogy. Its 
constituents are analyzed from the point of view of the criteria relevant for the described functional-
semantic field. The author describes the meanings which are characteristic for the coordinate 
constructions from the specific  areas of the field. 
Key words:: coordination, coordinate construction, analogy, core, periphery. 
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PEDAGOGICS
(specialty 13.00.02)

Ushaneva Ju.S. The notion of art figurative thinking in aesthetics, psychology, pedagogics.
It is disclosed the meaning of the notion of the art figurative thinking and its differences from 

imagery, visual types of thinking. The semantic development of the term is analyzed within the con
text of art image notion formation. It is investigated the evolution of the given notion, beginning 
with philosophy of ancient times to the Gegel's aesthetic conception and contemporary conceptions. 
It is pointed out the psychological peculiarities of this type of thinking, its formation as the main 
priority of art education on every level.

Key words: thinking,  imagery thinking,  visual thinking,  art  figurative thinking,  art  image, 
comprehension, art expressiveness, image structure.
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(specialty 13.00.01)

Tsenyuga S.N.  The peculiarities of pedalogical work organization in institutions of Preeni
seiskiy region in 1920-1930s.

Many-sided investigation and the analysis of the richest heritage of pedologics causes natural interest to the 
formation of theoretical preconditions, working out of methodical procedures and organization and institutional 
registration of pedological practice in Preeniseiskiy region in 20-30s of the XX century, its development, formation 
and further transformation. The formation of pedological work in institutions of the region are considered as a con
stant search of the solution of the fundamental problems of pedologics.   

Key words: sibnarobraz, pedological service, pedological “work on children”, service practice 
at school, pedagogical diagnostics, standards of “a Siberian child”.
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PSYCHOLOGY
(specialty 19.00.05)

Smirnova A.Ju. The peculiarities of the empiric investigation and analysis formation of data in 
hermetization paradigm of social psychology. 

It is carried out the theoretical analysis of existed paradigms of social psychology, method
ological settings of the empiric investigation fulfilled in a hermetization paradigm, it is described 
the results of the empiric investigation, peculiarities of opinion verifications in the paradigm of un
derstanding in social psychology. 

Key words: organization culture, paradigms of social psychology, opinion verifications.
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